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On page  116, line  22, a fte r the  words "the  sola r option." INS E RT the  following:

"However, there is one aspect of the DG rate design that we believe should be modified at this
time. The record in this docket reflects that each DG customer requires a second meter, and that there
are additional fixed costs associated Mth Mat second meter. The additional cost for the meter is $1 .58.
(See UNSE Updated Schedule G-6-l, Sheet l of 1, filed on April 4, 2016, a copy of which was also
attached to UNSE's reply brief as Exhibit R-l .) This meter-related cost for the second meter required
by DG customers is not being paid directly by DG customers and is currently being passed on to non-
DG customers. It is appropriate for each DG customer to bear the cost of that customer's second
meter. Therefore, UNSE is directed to include a $1 .58 monthly charge in its Net Metering Rider to be
applied to new DG customers. The revenues from this charge shall be credited to the LFCR to ensure
that the charge is revenue neutral to UNSE.

Further, UNSE asserts in its reply brief that there are additional fixed costs associated with the
second meter, including meter reading ($1 .00) and billing and collection ($4.37) for UNSE's "costs of
offsetting production from consumption and calculating credits." (UNSE Reply Brief, at 12-l3.). We
expect the Value of Solar of docket to provide general guidance on the fixed costs of a second meter
for DG customers, but company-specific testimony may also be necessary in determining the
appropriate amount. Therefore, we direct the parties in Phase Two to provide testimony evaluating the
other fixed costs for the second meter required by DG customers .

** Add ordering paragraphs, and make all conforming changes
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